
Littleton Green Community School

Class plan - Preschool / Nursery  Cycle A

 

Me and My Community

Personal, social and emotional development

Starry Night

Understanding the world

Once Upon a

Time

Literacy

Dangerous

Dinosaurs

Understanding the world

Sunshine and

Sunflowers

Understanding the world

Block: 1 2 3 4 5

PURPLE

Passport:

How to be PURPLE in our School- 2.

Roll down a big hill (school); 3. Paint a

self portrait (school); 15. Mining

worker visit (school); 17. Visit the

mining monument (school); 13. Make

a time capsule (school); 32. Visit a

vegetable patch (school); 6. Make a

wild art selfie (home)

8. Go on an autumn walk

(school); 10. Take a

photograph (home - of the

night sky?); 11. Cook on a

bonfire (school); 20. Make a

leaf rubbing (home); 33. Bake

a cake (home)

How to be

PURPLE in our

mining

community- 24.

Retell a story to

an audience

(school/home);

7. Post a letter

(school); 25.

Have a teddy

bears picnic

(school); 27.

Make a story

map (school);

28. Dress up as

a character

(home/school)

9. Perform a song

(school); 14. Explore a

cave/den (school); 26.

Take a friend on an

adventure (home); 31.

Make an oaty biscuit

(school)

How to be PURPLE in

our wider community-

1. Make friends with a

bug (home); 4. Have

fun with sticks

(home); 18. Plant a

bulb and watch them

grow (school); 19.

Make a bug hotel

(home); 21. Search for

butterflies outside

(school); 23. Make a

leaf kebab (school);

35. Make bird feeders

(school)
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Parental

Engagement

Sessions:

I am PURPLE and Welcome Meetings The Great Outdoors - Forest

Schools/Bonfire and Gang

show

Internet Safety

Day - 8th

February

World Book / Maths

Day - 3rd March

Sports Days

Dress Up Days: Hello Yellow - Mental Health Day - 9th

October

Children in Need - 12th

November

Winter Jumper

Day - Save the

Children - 10th

December

World Book Day - 3rd

March, Comic Relief -

18th March

NSPCC Numbers Day

Dates to note: International Day of Democracy - 15th

September, Black History Month -

October

Bonfire Night - 5th November,

Remembrance Day - 11th

November, Anti-Bullying Week

- 15th -19th November

Christmas

Meals Week

Family Day - 21st

February, British

Science Week - 11th -

20th March, Mother's

Day - 27th March

Sports Week - 23rd

May, Autism

Awareness Week - 2nd

April, World Earth Day

- 22nd April

Memorable

experience:

Our school community. Visit the

mining monument and walk up the

mount.

Day and night walk.

Photograph guess who from

school/home.

Fairy tale magic

Telford Park -

Wonderland.

Museum visit

Prehistoric safari set

up/fossil digging/salt

dough.

Outside explorers Visit

the chase/walk.

Innovate

challenge:

Helping Bear Tessy Bear can't sleep A story for the

king

Designing a dinosaur Planning a picnic
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English: Comprehension; Word reading;

Writing; -Where the wild things are. -

Bringing the rain to Kapiti plain. Oral

retelling, developing a new character

and simple explanations.

Comprehension; Word reading;

Writing; -Look up! -I am Henry

Finch. Dialogue, retelling oral

dictation, thought bubbles and

lists orally/pictorial.

Comprehension;

Word reading;

Writing; -The

magic paint

brush. -Little

Red. Oral

retelling,

drawing a

picture of

someone they

want to thank

and explain

why. Orally

label with initial

sounds.

Comprehension; Word

reading; Writing; -The

tiny seed. -I will not

ever never eat a

tomato. Write a class

letter (guided write),

place pictures/draw in

the form of a

shopping list.

Comprehension; Word

reading; Writing; -

Willy the wimp. -Hairy

Maclary from

donaldson's dairy.

writing in role and

character description.

Texts/Rhymes: -Once there were giants. -Lost and

found. -Watch the video people who

help us.

-Peace at last. -Owl babies. -

How to catch a star.

-Goldilocks and

the three bears.

-The three little

pigs and the

three billy goats

gruff. -

Cinderella.

-Dear Dinosaur -Little

kids first big book of

dinosaurs -Cave baby.

-Errol's Garden. -My

butterfly banquet. -

Jump and shout.

Suggested

texts for home:

-Families, families, families. -The

rainbow fish. -People who help us.

-Handa's noisy night. -Emily

brown and the thing. -See

inside space.

-Hansel and

Gretel. -The

three little

wolves and the

big bad pig. -

The princess

and the pea.

-Dinosaur Roar -

Creature features:

dinosaurs. -Prehistoric

mammals.

-I can grow a

sunflower. -The very

hungry caterpillar. -

Summer is here.
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Communication

and language

development:

-Listening, attention and

understanding; Speaking -Enjoy

singing, music and toys that make

sounds. -Understand simple

instructions like “give to mummy” or

“stop” -Start to say how they are

feeling, using words as well as actions.

-Sing a large repertoire of songs

-Listening, attention and

understanding; Speaking -Copy

your gestures and words. -

Listen to simple stories and

understand what is happening,

with the help of the pictures. -

Understand and act on longer

sentences like ‘make teddy

jump’ or ‘find your coat’. -

Understand simple questions

about ‘who’, ‘what’ and

‘where’ (but generally not

‘why’). -Understand a question

or instruction that has two

parts, such as “Get your coat

and wait at the door”.

-Listening,

attention and

understanding;

Speaking -Enjoy

listening to

longer stories

and can

remember

much of what

happens. -Use a

wider range of

vocabulary

-Listening, attention

and understanding;

Speaking -Understand

‘why’ questions, like:

“Why do you think the

caterpillar got so fat?”

-Listening, attention

and understanding;

Speaking -Know many

rhymes, be able to

talk about familiar

books, and be able to

tell a long story.

Physical

development:

Clap and stamp to music. -Enjoy

starting to kick, throw and catch balls.

-Develop manipulation and control. -

Explore different materials and tools. -

Skip, hop, stand on one leg and hold a

pose for a game like musical statues. -

Use large-muscle movements to wave

flags and streamers, paint and make

marks. -Be increasingly independent

as they get dressed and undressed,

for example, putting coats on and

doing up zips. -Be increasingly

independent in meeting their own care

needs, e.g. brushing teeth, using the

toilet, washing and drying their hands

thoroughly. - Make healthy choices

about food, drink, activity and

toothbrushing.

-Use large and small motor

skills to do things

independently, for example

manage buttons and zips, and

pour drinks. -Show an

increasing desire to be

independent, such as wanting

to feed themselves and dress

or undress. -Learn to use the

toilet with help, and then

independently. -Start taking

part in some group activities

which they make up for

themselves, or in teams. -Are

increasingly able to use and

remember sequences and

patterns of movements which

are related to music and

rhythm.

-Use one-

handed tools

and equipment,

for example,

making snips in

paper with

scissors.

-Are increasingly able

to use and remember

sequences and

patterns of

movements which are

related to music and

rhythm.

- Make healthy

choices about food,

drink, activity and

toothbrushing.
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Personal, social

and emotional

development:

- Self-regulation; Managing self;

Building relationships -Express

preferences and decisions. They also

try new things and start establishing

their autonomy. -Begin to show

‘effortful control’. For example, waiting

for a turn and resisting the strong

impulse to grab what they want or

push their way to the front. -Safely

explore emotions beyond their normal

range through play and stories. -

Develop their sense of responsibility

and membership of a community.

-Self-regulation; Managing self;

Building relationships -Be

increasingly able to talk about

and manage their emotions. -

Notice and ask questions about

differences, such as skin

colour, types of hair, gender,

special needs and disabilities,

and so on. -Are talking about

their feelings in more

elaborated ways: “I’m sad

because...” or “I love it

when...”. -Increasingly follow

rules, understanding why they

are important.

-Self-regulation;

Managing self;

Building

relationships -

Select and use

activities and

resources, with

help when

needed. This

helps them to

achieve a goal

they have

chosen, or one

which is

suggested to

them.

-Self-regulation;

Managing self;

Building relationships

-Begin to understand

how others might be

feeling.

-Self-regulation;

Managing self;

Building relationships

-Increasingly follow

rules, understanding

why they are

important.

Mathematics: - Number; Numerical patterns -React

to changes of amount in a group of up

to three items. - Compare amounts,

saying ‘lots’, ‘more’ or ‘same’. -

Counting-like behaviour, such as

making sounds, pointing or saying

some numbers in sequence. -Talk

about and explore 2D and 3D shapes

(for example, circles, rectangles,

triangles and cuboids) using informal

and mathematical language: ‘sides’,

‘corners’; ‘straight’, ‘flat’, ‘round’. -

Describe a familiar route. Talk about

and identifies the patterns around

them. For example: stripes on clothes,

designs on rugs and wallpaper. Use

informal language like ‘pointy’,

‘spotty’, ‘blobs’ etc.

-Number; Numerical patterns -

Compare sizes, weights etc.

using gesture and

language-‘bigger/little/smaller’,

‘high/low’, ‘tall’, ‘heavy’. -

Notice patterns and arrange

things in patterns. -Recite

numbers past 5. -Show ‘finger

numbers’ up to 5. -Discuss

routes and locations, using

words like ‘in front of’ and

‘behind’.

-Number;

Numerical

patterns -Fast

recognition of

up to 3 objects,

without having

to count them

individually

(‘subitising’). -

Understand

position through

words alone –

for example,

“The bag is

under the

table,” – with no

pointing.

-Number; Numerical

patterns -Say one

number for each item

in order: 1,2,3,4,5. -

Know that the last

number reached when

counting a small set

of objects tells you

how many there are in

total (‘cardinal

principle’). -Make

comparisons between

objects relating to

size, length, weight

and capacity.

-Number; Numerical

patterns -Link

numerals and

amounts: for example,

showing the right

number of objects to

match the numeral,

up to 5. -Extend and

create ABAB patterns

– stick, leaf, stick, leaf.

-Notice and correct an

error in a repeating

pattern.
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Understanding

the world:

- Past and present; People culture and

communities. -Explore and respond to

different natural phenomena in their

setting and on trips. -Make

connections between the features of

their family and other families. -Notice

differences between people. -Talk

about what they see, using a wide

vocabulary. -Begin to make sense of

their own life-story and family’s

history. -Show interest in different

occupations.

-Past and present; The natural

world -Continue to develop

positive attitudes about the

differences between people.

-Past and

present; The

natural world -

Explore and talk

about different

forces they can

feel. -Talk about

the differences

between

materials and

changes they

notice.

-People, culture and

communities; The

natural world. -

Explore how things

work.

-People, culture and

communities; The

natural world -Plant

seeds and care for

growing plants. -

Understand the key

features of the life

cycle of a plant and

an animal.

Expressive arts

and design:

-Creating with materials; Being

imaginative and expressive -Join in

with songs and rhymes, making some

sounds. -Make rhythmical and

repetitive sounds. -Explore a range of

sound-makers and instruments and

play them in different ways. -Enjoy

and take part in action songs, such as

‘Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star’. -Explore

different materials, using all their

senses to investigate them.

Manipulate and play with different

materials. -Draw with increasing

complexity and detail, such as

representing a face with a circle and

including details

-Creating with materials; Being

imaginative and expressive -

Start to make marks

intentionally. -Explore paint,

using fingers and other parts

of their bodies as well as

brushes and other tools. -

Express ideas and feelings

through making marks, and

sometimes give a meaning to

the marks they make. -Use

drawing to represent ideas like

movement or loud noises.

-Creating with

materials; Being

imaginative and

expressive -

Show different

emotions in

their drawings

and paintings,

like happiness,

sadness, fear

etc.

-Creating with

materials; Being

imaginative and

expressive -Explore

colour and colour-

mixing. -Listen with

increased attention to

sounds.

-Creating with

materials; Being

imaginative and

expressive -Sing the

pitch of a tone sung

by another person

(‘pitch match’). -Sing

the melodic shape

(moving melody
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Big Wide World

Understanding the world        

Block: 6        

PURPLE Passport: 5. Go bare foot (school); 12.

Get to know a tree (home); 16.

Digging for coal (school); 22.

Go for a hunt for small

creatures (home); 29. Make a

healthy sandwich (home); 30.

Taste a new fruit (school); 34.

Watch birds (home)

       

Parental Engagement

Sessions:

I am an ARTIST!        

Dress Up Days:        

Dates to note: Platinum Jubilee Celebrations -

6th June, World Ocean Day -

8th June, Father's Day - 19th

June
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Memorable experience: Fantastic journeys Research

and dress up as a country of

your choice. Experience

different foods.

       

Innovate challenge: Planning a trip        

English: Comprehension; Word reading;

Writing; -So much. -Oi Frog!

Performance/narrative poetry

and rhyme activities and

simple labelling.

       

Texts/Rhymes: -Our world. A first book of -

geography. -All are welcome. -

Under the same sky.

       

Suggested texts for

home:

-Handa's Hen. -My Granny went

to market. -Little people, big

dreams.

       

Communication and

language development:

-Listening, attention and

understanding; Speaking -Use

longer sentences of four to six

words. Be able to express a

point of view and to debate

when they disagree with an

adult or a friend, using words

as well as actions.

       

Physical development: -Start taking part in some

group activities which they

make up for themselves, or in

teams.
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Personal, social and

emotional development:

-Self-regulation; Managing self;

Building relationships -Talk

about their feelings using

words like ‘happy’, ‘sad’,

‘angry’ or ‘worried’.

       

Mathematics: -Number; Numerical patterns -

Experiment with their own

symbols and marks as well as

numerals. - Solve real world

mathematical problems with

numbers up to 5. - Compare

quantities using language:

‘more than’, ‘fewer than’. -

Begin to describe a sequence

of events, real or fictional,

using words such as ‘first’,

‘then...’

       

Understanding the

world:

-Past and present; People

culture and communities; The

natural word -Begin to

understand the need to respect

and care for the natural

environment and all living

things. -Know that there are

different countries in the world

and talk about the differences

they have experienced or seen

in photos.

       

Expressive arts and

design:

-Creating with materials; Being

imaginative and expressive -

Play instruments with

increasing control to express

their feelings and ideas.
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